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Mission + Vision

We’ve all been there. The waiting room is where we prepare to see our 

doctor for what could be the most important conversation of the  

week, month, or year. The better informed we are, the better we can 

communicate with our physician during our all-too-brief time in the 

exam room. WebMD	the	Magazine transforms the waiting 

room experience by providing the trusted information and cutting-edge 

interactive health tools doctors trust—and consumers need.

Delivering	the	Power
	 															of	the	Waiting	Room

The Waiting Room Companion Created for Your Doctor’s Office
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Reviewed by Brunilda Nazario, MD
WebMD SENIOR MEDICAL EDITOR

                       hen Elizabeth Edwards announced in March that her breast 

cancer had returned, her peers—other breast cancer survivors—expressed 

a range of emotions. Topping the list was empathy for Edwards, whose 

cancer had spread to her bones. There was also pride in her bravery: 

She chose to be open and honest about an intensely personal health 

issue. Others found themselves reliving their own diagnoses. And, of 

course, many could not help but give way to gnawing worry about their 

own health. Edwards’ announcement was a reminder that cancer can 

                  and sometimes does return.

Notes to

self
When breast cancer 
comes back, how do 
you cope? Here’s how 
many survivors get on 
with the business of 
living—and the lessons 
to be learned from fi rst-
wife hopeful Elizabeth 
Edwards’ very public 
battle with her own 
recurrence
By Melanie D.G. Kaplan 
WebMD Health Contributing Writer
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The Patient/Doctor Connection
Filling the unmet need for solid information in the doctor’s office, 
WebMD	the	Magazine is specifically designed for the waiting  
room. Its engaging, at-a-glance interactive format drives action and  
prompts patients to ask their doctors questions about specific  
medications, products, and treatments. 

Top Health Topics
In each issue, WebMD	the	Magazine spotlights the leading  
health issues and subjects of interest: allergies, beauty, cancer, depression, 
diabetes, heart care, nutrition and fitness, pain, parenting, sexual health, and 
sleep. On the cover and throughout the pages of the magazine, these topics 
are marked with signature colors for identification and easy reading.

Award-Winning Content
Like WebMD.com, WebMD	the	Magazine leverages its award- 
winning content created by a dedicated staff of physicians, medical  
journalists, and health educators to provide news and analysis of the 
most important health issues of our times. 
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Mission + Vision

WebMD	the	Magazine, the second most read U.S. women’s health 

magazine, is published by WebMD.com—the most visited, trusted, and influential 

brand in health information. From delicious and nutritious recipes and top skincare 

solutions to expert analysis of medical breakthroughs and health news you can use, 

WebMD	the	Magazine helps you better inform yourself to make the best 

health and lifestyle decisions for yourself and your family.

Reach 9 Million Readers
WebMD	the	Magazine reaches more than  
8.9 million health-conscious consumers with each issue. 

#1 Doctor-Recommended
Trusted, highly credible, and objective, WebMD is the health brand U.S. 
physicians recommend most to their patients—and to their colleagues. 
WebMD	the	Magazine is based on the award-winning informa-
tion of WebMD.com, used by more than 40 million unique consumers 
each month.

Source: Manhattan Research, 2008; Omniture 2008

The Decision-Making Moment
WebMD	the	Magazine delivers your brand message at the very 
moment consumers are actively making health care decisions and are 
about to talk to their doctor. WebMD	the	Magazine is the last 
touchpoint before a doctor recommends a treatment—and a consumer 
buys it in a drugstore or pharmacy.

28 WebMD the Magazine | May/June 2008

Pacifier

exam R o o m
a closer look at everyday objects

Sweet Start
As early as 1500, babies  
were given ragbags or 
sugar teats—pieces of cloth 
wrapped around bread,  
grain, or something 
sweet—to soothe teething. 

Sleep Safe
Giving babies up to age 1 a pacifier at 
bedtime and naptime may help prevent 
sudden infant death syndrome, according 
to the American Academy of Pediatrics.

Scare Tactics
In the 17th 
century, pacifiers 
were known as 
“gum sticks” 
that looked more 
like rattles and 
were often made 
of coral, which 
was thought to 
protect children 
from evil spirits.

Tooth Truth
Contrary to popular 
belief, normal pacifier 
use before permanent 
teeth start to come in 
does not cause long-
term dental problems.

Name-calling
The pacifier is also 
known as a binky or 
paci in the United 
States; a dummy or 
comforter in Britain, 
New Zealand, and 
Australia; and a 
soother in Canada  
and Ireland.

cry Society
The expression  
“born with a silver 
spoon in his mouth” 
originated in the 
1800s, when babies  
in wealthy families 
were given sterling  
silver teethers.

ice, ice Baby
The most expensive pacifier in the world is 
a diamond-studded, $17,000 white gold 
creation. Shiloh Nouvel Jolie-Pitt received 
the first one made.—Andrea Gabrick

Mouths of Babes
The modern 
pacifier—with a 
mouth shield and 
handle—appeared in 
the early 1900s and 
was made of rubber.

54 WebMD the Magazine | March/April 2009

world health

mom
mission

Motherhood inspired 
Salma Hayek to sign  
up for one more high- 
profile role: saving the  
lives of women and 
children in Africa. 

on a

Reviewed by Brunilda Nazario, MD 
WebMD SENIOR MEDICAL EDITOR

By Gina Shaw, WebMD Health Contributing Writer

1,050,000 Circulation  
Reaching 85%+ of  
High-Prescribing U.s. Physicians
WebMD	the	Magazine is delivered to more than 
400,000 high-prescribing U.S. doctors.

Source: The Little Blue Book, 2008 

Make	Your	Brand	
	 Part	of	the	Doctor/Patient	Conversation

Source: MARS 2008
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Award-Winning	Health	Content		
	 												Engaging,	Educational	+	Actionable

Celebrity	Health	Coverage
Health is the great equalizer. No matter how much fame or wealth 
they have, celebrities worry about health and wellness issues and 
see their doctors—just like us. 

Each issue of WebMD	the	Magazine features an  
informative, revealing health-focused cover story interview with 
an influential celebrity. Recent covers include Dennis and Kimberly 
Quaid’s battle for their twins’ lives and to transform our health 
care system, Kelly Ripa’s toughest parenting challenges, Martha 
Stewart’s visionary approach to improve senior care, and Ashley 
Judd’s surprisingly personal revelation about what drives her to travel 
the world helping women and children with AIDS.

Also in each issue: Medical File, reporting on a celebrity making medi-
cal news, and the signature back-page WebMD Checkup interview 
with a notable personality, including recent subjects actor Emma 
Roberts, TV chef Anthony Bourdain, and sports great Alonzo Mourning.

WebMD the Magazine was designed specifically for the waiting room—a crossroads 

where every one of us finds ourselves throughout our lives and where we all become 

patients who need the best health information. WebMD’s signature engaging, interactive, 

and educational approach to health and healthy living helps us have better conversations 

with our doctors that day and make better decisions for ourselves and our families when 

we walk out the door, back to the rest of our lives.

The	Leading	Health	Topics
Each issue of WebMD	the	Magazine features interactive  assessments and in-depth 
information exploring the health topics of greatest concern to American consumers. These top 
subjects are listed on each magazine cover—and boldly identified with a dedicated color and 
page number—to quickly point waiting room patients to the content that interests them, sparking 
questions for their doctor during their visit just moments away. 

Each issue includes: 

23	 diet
How to make persimmon cake

28	 beauty
tHe trutH about facials

32	 parenting
no more morning struggles

33	 pain
wHat’s your cHronic pain iQ?

56	 cancer
standing up to cancer

64	 sleep
could rls be keeping you up?

65	 mind
are you sad due to sad?

66	 allergies
is it a cold or allergies?

68	 diabetes
 could you be type 2?

70	 sex
are you at risk for ed?

 58

52

  Health 
Heroes               
Meet this year’s four 

amazing Americans

 

Idol talk 
 Randy Jackson on how he lost 

more than 10 0 pounds and 

finally tuned in to his diabetes 
46

  Fit for a 

feast 
Yule love these

healthy recipes                

The Waiting Room Companion Created for Your Doctor’s Office

webmd.com

the magazine Nov./Dec.	2008	$4.95

70

66 beauty
SEEING RED OVER ROSACEA? 

69 parenting 

HALT THE WHINING HABIT

88 mind
COULD YOUR KID HAVE ADHD?

89 diet
TEST YOUR NUTRITION IQ

90 pain
HEADACHE OR MIGRAINE?

93 heart
THE LOWDOWN ON CHOLESTEROL

94 sleep
THE PRICE OF TOO LITTLE SLEEP

96 sex
IS YOUR SEX LIFE HEALTHY?

98 allergies
THE 411 ON FOOD ALLERGIES

100 cancer
RATE YOUR SKIN CANCER RISK

webmd.com
the Magazine May/June 2008 $4.95

The V 
guide

Are you up on 
“down there”?

   Finger tips
How to turn back the 
clock on your hands

70

Kelly Ripa
Her toughest parenting 
challenges and lessons
learned from her mom

82

76

The WAITING ROOM COMPANION Created for Your Doctor’s Offi ce

66 beauty66 beauty
SEEING RED OVER ROSACEA? 
66 beauty
SEEING RED OVER ROSACEA? 
66 beauty

webmd.com
the Magazine

women’s health
special issue

27 nutrition matters
Anatomy of a ... Cranberry  
Loaded with potassium and 
vitamin C, this sweet-tart fruit 
may help fight cancer. ALSO: 
Learn how to make a healthy 
holiday angel food cake. 

28 fitness matters
Move It WebMD Fitness Rx 
challengers Jeff Kibler and 
Stefanee Williams weigh in on  
the rigors and rewards of exercise.

30 mind matters
Fight Right Think talking with 
teens is impossible? Not when you 
have the right skills.

34 patient matters
Time to Give Donating blood is 
the very best present you can give 
this holiday season.

  7   Nan’s Note

10WebMD Wire 
Are light cigarettes more dangerous 

for you than regular ones? How are 
Americans out of (portion) control? And 
why becoming a dad changes a man’s brain. 

20 Ask the Experts 
Are teeth whiteners safe and 

effective? Does catching a chill mean 
you’ll catch cold? And is a sperm analysis 
necessary for baby-seeking couples? 

22 Worked for Me 
What do you feed a finicky 

toddler? And when do alcoholics know 
they’ve hit bottom? Ask the WebMD Boards.

24 Exam Room 
A closer look at an everyday 

object: the home pregnancy test.

diet
What’s your drive-through IQ?

sex
Erectile dysfunction: the facts

pain
Are your knees at ease?

heart
What’s behind a failing heart?

cancer
Are you at risk for lung cancer?

diabetes
Do you know your A1c?

sleep
Restless leg syndrome and you

allergies   
A cold or seasonal allergies?

mind
Sad due to SAD?

63 Symptom Checker 
Can you solve the medical mystery by 

diagnosing this condition?

64 WebMD  
Checkup 

Acting U.S. Surgeon  
General Kenneth  
Moritsugu, MD, MPH,  
delivers his 2006  
report card on  
Americans’ health.

10 27
46
48
53
54
56
57
58
60
62

take the test you can take 
to your doctor
AssessMenTs,  quIzzes,  And ReFeRenCe 

InFoRMATIon o n  e v e R y  pA G e

 health matters

64
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in	Every	issue
WebMD’s signature approach to  

health information extends to every 

magazine page in these regularly 

appearing departments and sections. 

WebMD Wire 
Brief health, wellness, and medical news bites—fun,  
fast, and easy to read

Click Here
Highlights from WebMD.com

Medical File
People and books making healthcare news

Ask the experts 
Readers’ questions answered by WebMD health experts

Worked for Me 
Helpful health advice from WebMD.com community users

My WebMD
 First-person stories by WebMD.com readers 

exam Room
 A closer look at objects used for our health 

living Well
Featuring the best in healthy living, including Experts’ Choice

Beauty Matters
Information that’s pretty smart

nutrition Matters
Delicious healthy recipes, diet tips, and nutritional information

Fitness Matters
 Inspiring exercise tips that really work

Mind Matters
 A head start on emotional wellness

sleep Matters 
A healthy take on shut-eye topics

Parenting Matters
Expert advice for kids’ sake

Patient Matters
 Tips to be a better health consumer

sex Matters
Health and wellness aspects of sexuality 

WebMD Checkup
10 questions for celebrities about their health and well-being  

PLUS: Take the Test Assessments
Interactive, in-depth information about nine leading conditions:  
allergies, cancer, diabetes, diet (nutrition and fitness), heart, mind, 
pain, sex, and sleep 

rom personal-size pizzas to smoothies, bean burritos to cheeseburgers, 
the average American has plenty of restaurant to-go lunch options. True, 
not all are exactly healthy. But by making smart choices no matter where 
you stop, you can enjoy nutritious (and not too fattening) midday meals 

away from home. Here are some tips to keep in mind the next time you order out.

Keep it lean. Fill your sandwich with lean meat or a vegetarian option.  
The best meat filler choices are turkey or chicken breast, roast beef, and lean ham. 
For example, a 2-ounce serving of each of these at a Subway chain restaurant will 
cost you just 60–70 calories and 2–5 grams of fat. That’s a healthy start.

Spread wisely. Garnish the bread with mustard, fat-free dressing, or a small 
amount of olive oil. If you must have mayo, take an individual packet with  
you, rather than allowing a server to apply it. That way you can spread exactly  
the amount you want, preferably on just one side of your sandwich. Some  
establishments offer light mayonnaise. If you keep it to 1½ teaspoons, it  
will add 25 calories and 2½ grams of fat.

Pile on the veggies. When it comes to to-
mato, lettuce, onions, sprouts, and so on, the 
more the merrier. These fillers add fiber and 
nutrients with almost no calories.

Choose whole grain. If the menu has a 
whole-wheat or whole-grain roll or bread 
option, go for it. This will add fiber and  
nutrients along with the carbohydrates.

Minimize Mexican. If you go to a Mexican 
restaurant, choose soft tortillas (not fried); lean meat fillers, such as charbroiled 
chicken breast, steak, and fish; and pinto or black beans (instead of refried).

Cut the cream. Just say no to the sour cream, or ask for light sour cream. And if 
you snack on tortilla chips, try to keep it to a handful instead of half of a basket.

Choose the chicken. If you go to a typical fast-food burger place, opt for the 
charbroiled chicken sandwich without creamy sauce (ask for barbecue sauce,  
catsup, or mustard) or a small hamburger without mayo or special sauce.

Forgo the fries. This bit of advice may hurt, but say bye-bye to the fries,  
and reach for a salad with low-fat dressing or a fruit salad. Fries not negotiable? 
Get the kiddie size and enjoy just some of them.—Elaine Magee, MPH, RD 

Special Order
You can eat out for lunch without 
breaking your diet

If you must have mayo, 
control the amount:  
Take a packet with you, 
rather than allowing a 
server to apply it.

F

Eat out like a health pro. Find more tips at www.WebMD.com.

40 WebMD the Magazine | July/August 2007

nutritionmatters
 eating well for your health and bottom line

Reviewed by 
Kathleen Zelman, MPH, RD/LD
WebMD DiRectoR of nutRition

41WebMD the Magazine | July/August 2007

Chain Choices
Not sure what to order? Keep your 
meal light and healthy with these 
safe bets at four popular U.S. fast-
food chains.

Baja Fresh
Freshly grilled meat and fish and 
sizzling veggies are the magic ingre-
dients in the entrées at Baja Fresh. 
The chicken taco contains 210 calo-
ries, 5 grams fat (21% calories from 
fat), 1 gram saturated fat, 28 grams 
carbohydrate, and 2 grams fiber. 

Quiznos
To keep your calorie count in check, 
try the Small Honey Bourbon Chick-
en: 359 calories, 6 grams fat (15% 
calories from fat), 45 grams carbo-
hydrate, and 3 grams fiber.

Subway
Order your sandwich on one of 
these calorie-conscious breads: 
wheat (3 grams fiber and 2.5 grams 
fat per 6-inch roll) or honey oat (4 
grams fiber and 3.5 grams fat per 
6-inch roll). 

Taco Bell
Reach for the Two Fresco Style 
Ranchero Chicken Soft Tacos: 340 
calories, 8 grams fat (21% calories 
from fat), 44 grams carbohydrate, 
and 4 grams fiber. Or bypass meat 
altogether with the One Fresco 
Style Bean Burrito: 350 calories, 
8 grams fat (21% calories from 
fat), 56 grams carbohydrate, and 
9 grams fiber.

Veggie-loaded tacos and 
salads—remember to go 
light on the dressing!—
are the best bets. With 
sandwiches, choose 
whole-grain breads 
when available, and  
pile on the greens.

WebMD the Magazine | May/June 200836

nutritionmatters
 rediscovering your favorite foods

Reviewed by 
Kathleen Zelman, MPH, RD/LD
WebMD DiRectoR of nutRition

you have diabetes, you
know this to be true: If
you want to lead a happy,

healthy, independent life—you
must take control of diabetes yourself.

It’s that simple. It’s that challeng-
ing. AND NOW IT’S POSSIBLE.

Yes, you can enjoy more personal
control over diabetes than you
ever imagined—along with the
freedom and independence that are so
essential to your well-being. 

This magazine can 
change your life! 

There has never been a magazine
like Diabetes Self-Management. It
will have an immediate, powerful
impact on your life. That’s not just
a promise — that’s a guarantee.
Diabetes Self-Management gives

you the first totally rational, work-
able, positive approach for con-
trolling diabetes. How does it
work? It gives you access — access
to the information and strategies
that, until now, have been so hard
to find, so hard to tailor to your
specific needs. 

Plans, strategies, 
options!

With Diabetes Self-Management,
you’ll discover ideas and options

you may not have realized existed.
Practical suggestions for improv-
ing communication with your doc-
tor. Techniques for simple, pain-
less blood glucose monitoring.
Answers to questions about diet
and exercise. Strategies for pre-
venting complications. 

Tips for saving big money on
medical supplies. New ways to
make injections safer and easier.
New ideas for coping with anxiety
and anger. 

A life that’s better, freer, happier! 
Diabetes Self-Management is about

healthier, happier living. On
every page, the attitude is upbeat,
optimistic, helpful. The writing is
lively, fast-moving, devoid of baf-
fling jargon. This is a “reader-
friendly” magazine!

Most important, Diabetes Self-
Management is a magazine that
respects your intelligence. You
know you must take control if you
are to deal successfully with dia-
betes. Our goal is to help you
achieve this in a way that increases
your motivation and boosts your
confidence! 

Step into a future that’s better
and brighter. Send for a free issue
of Diabetes Self-Management with
the attached postage-paid card. 
Or if the card is missing, call (800)
234-0923. There’s no cost, com-
mitment, or obligation whatever! 

YES
You can control diabetes...

IF

FREE
SAMPLE 
ISSUE!

DIABETES
SELF-MANAGEMENT

KEEPING
WEIGHT
OFF
• TREATING HIGH

BLOOD PRESSURE
• AVOIDING

COMPLICATIONS
• COMPARING

COOKING OILS

Advertisement
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Recipe

T

Strawberry Salad With Grilled Shrimp

Per serving: 251 calories, 23 g protein, 12.5 g carbohydrate, 12.8 g fat (4 g saturated fat), 177 mg 
cholesterol, 2.5 g fiber, 306 mg sodium. Calories from fat: 45%.

Salad:
2 cups baby spinach, rinsed and dried
2 cups arugula, rinsed and dried
2 cups strawberries (about 1 pt),  

hulled and sliced
2 oz crumbled goat cheese
3 tbsp pecans, toasted and chopped
2 small green onions, sliced
1 lb shrimp, cleaned and deveined

Dressing:
2 tbsp balsamic vinegar
1 tbsp honey mustard
1 tbsp olive oil
1 tbsp fresh chopped basil
Pinch of salt and freshly ground pepper

1.  Combine all salad ingredients  
(except shrimp) in a large bowl.  
Toss gently.

2.  Make the dressing: Whisk the vinegar 
and mustard together in a small 
bowl; slowly whisk in olive oil. Add 
basil and season with salt and pepper.

3.  Grill the shrimp: Heat and oil an  
outdoor or stove-top grill. When  
hot, add shrimp and grill 3 to 4 
minutes on each side until slightly 
charred and cooked through.  
Remove from heat.

4.  Divide salad among four plates. 
Arrange grilled shrimp on top.

5.  Drizzle dressing over each and serve.

Source: Kathleen Zelman, MPH, RD/LD

       Pick up berry healthy  
recipes at www.WebMD.com.

Anatomy of a ... Strawberry
he heart-shaped silhouette is the first clue strawberries are 
good for you. These potent little packages protect your 
heart, increase HDL (good) cholesterol, lower your 
blood pressure, and guard against cancer. Packed with 

vitamins, fiber, and particularly high levels of antioxidants 
known as polyphenols, strawberries are a sodium-free, fat-
free, cholesterol-free, low-calorie food. They are among the 
top 20 fruits in antioxidant capacity and are a good source 
of manganese and potassium. Just one serving—about eight 
strawberries—provides more vitamin C than an orange. This 
member of the rose family isn’t really a fruit or a berry but 
the enlarged receptacle of the flower. Choose medium-sized 
berries that are firm, plump, and deep red; once picked, they 
don’t ripen further. First cultivated in ancient Rome, strawberries 
are now the most popular berry fruit in the world. In provincial 
France, they were regarded as an aphrodisiac. These red gems may 
be good for your heart in more ways than one.—Andrea Gabrick

Makes 4 servings

C for Yourself
Other ways to get your 
vitamin C fix include 
brussels sprouts, 
cabbage, cauliflower, 
mango, papaya, red 
peppers, watermelon,   
and winter  
squash.
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2009	Editorial	Calendar
WebMD	the	Magazine, the #2 women’s health magazine, provides our 

almost 9 million readers with the health and wellness lifestyle information they  

need to make the best decisions for themselves and their families. Be part of our 

must-read issues all year long to connect with your target audience.

  March/April  January/February   May

Plus: In every issue: allergies, beauty, cancer, diabetes, diet, heart, mind, pain, parenting, sex, sleep

  June

   
  n  10 ways to boost your  

shut-eye 

  n  Summer skincare tips 

  n  Gastrointestinal health:  
expert advice

  n  Urinary health: WebMD Guide

  n  WebMD Editors’ Choice:           
best travel products

  september

Focus: Back to school

  n  ADHD: going back to school

  n Tackling fall allergies

  n  Health and wealth: your  
family insurance primer 

  n Stroke: recovery, caregiving

  n Healthy family meals   

  n WebMD Editors’ Choice:           
     best after-school snack

  July/August

 Focus: Great sleep

  october

Focus: women’s cancer

  n  Cancer prevention strategies

  n  Breast cancer  
treatment update 

  n  Healthy teeth, healthy you 

  n  Chronic pain: what works

  n  Preholiday diet strategies

  n  WebMD Editors’ Choice:           
best hair products

   
  n Heart health guide and tips

  n Cold and flu: What do  
     doctors do when they’re sick?

  n  Diet and nutrition:  
Which diet is right for you?

  n Smoking cessation

  n WebMD Editors’ Choice:          
     best winter skincare products

  March/April

Focus: mental health 

  n Mental health: depression  
      and bipolar   

  n Pain: myths and facts

  n Focus on cancer

  n Spring allergies guide 

  n Gastrointestinal health guide

  n WebMD Editors’ Choice:           
     best diet snacks

  January/February

 Focus: heart health

  May

Focus: women’s health

  n  Top health issues  
women can’t ignore

  n Family heart health  
     strategies 

  n Healthy menopause guide

  n Healthy recipes for mom

  n WebMD Editors’ Choice:           
     best Mother’s Day gifts

  June

 Focus: summer health

  n  Keeping men healthy  
(timed to Father’s Day)

  n  Fitness for the whole family

  n  ADHD: summer strategies 

  n  Living strong with arthritis 

  n  Healthy grilling

  n  WebMD Editors’ Choice:           
best sun care products

  november/December

Focus: health heroes

  n  Health Heroes: annual salute 
to extraordinary Americans

  n  Alzheimer’s treatment news

  n  Skin and beauty: gift guide

  n  Cold and flu: top treatments

  n  Diet: healthy holiday recipes

  n  WebMD Editors’ Choice:  
best anti-aging products

            SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Award-Winning	
	 				Health	Editors	and	Experts

nan-Kirsten Forte, Ms
Editor	in	Chief

Nan-Kirsten Forte has overseen WebMD Health’s  
website since 1999. A pioneer and visionary leader  
in health media, patient education, and marketing  
for more than 20 years, she launched iVillage’s highly 

acclaimed health website in 1998 and has won more than 300 awards in 
health publishing. 

Colleen Paretty
Executive	Editor

Consumer health journalist Colleen Paretty edits  
and manages WebMD	the	Magazine. She has 
developed and launched medical content for online 
and print media publishers, healthcare organizations, 

pharmaceutical companies, and universities, including Time Inc. Health, 
Consumer Health Interactive, and PlanetRx.com.

Presented in an accessible, engaging style for consumers in the  

waiting room, WebMD	the	Magazine is written  

and reviewed by WebMD.com’s award-winning team of physicians, 

medical journalists, and editors.
7WebMD the Magazine | February 2009

nan’s n ot e
from the editor in chief

Nan-Kirsten Forte, MS
Editor in Chief, WebMD the Magazine

To hold up. To keep up. To supply. To support. To nourish.
This year the focus is on sustainability, of our environment and ourselves, because our need to 

protect the planet and our personal health has never been greater.  
We call it personal and environmental sustainability at WebMD. My biggest kick these days is 

accomplishing both at the same time.
“That’s nice, honey,” says my Danish-born mother, who has had her 

own personal macramé grocery shopping bag (biodegradable, should she 
ever discard it) since she was a child in Denmark. “Those are some big 
words for simply being practical.”

I adore the European sensibility on these types of issues. I have always 
valued my mother’s distaste for excess anything—waste, weight, words, 
stress. Oh, how I aspire to achieve reduction in all of those categories. 

So, how can one go green? Julia Louis-Dreyfus, whom we first loved 
as Elaine on Seinfeld and now in The New Adventures of Old Christine, is passionate 
about the topic and offers up her own tips on living green and how she 
personally sustains her family, career, and home, on page 44. 

And watch for our new interactive Health eHome launching soon at 
WebMD.com. You’ll tour a home room by room and learn from leading 
experts about ways to avoid potential toxins and irritants that could be 
harming you and the earth.

Another way to enhance your health is by nourishing yourself. Every-
one is talking about how finding and preparing good, healthy food—and  

truly enjoying eating—is the key to a slimmer waistline and a healthier lifestyle. Take Home Chef’s 
Curtis Stone shares his personal outlook on eating and living well on page 64.

To help you do something easy for your own eating pleasure, we are proud to introduce our 
new Healthy Eating & Diet Center on WebMD.com. You’ll find 11 “power” tools—together for 
the first time—ready and waiting for you, such as a personal Food & Fitness Planner, Portion-Size 
Helper, and Food-O-Meter, with calorie and nutrition information for thousands of foods, right 
at your fingertips.

The new center is the result of years spent with renowned weight-loss professionals who 
worked with us to create easy, motivating, fun, and fast digital resources that will encourage any-
one and everyone to feel and look better. If you have 10 minutes—or even just one—you’ll learn 
something about yourself that will get you on a healthier food and fitness track today.

Have a happy and healthy February. This year, keep your focus on your personal sustainability. 
You’ll be better off, and so will the planet.

louise Chang, MD 
Medical	Editor

Louise Chang, MD, part of WebMD Health’s medical 
review team, attended medical school at New York 
Medical College and completed her residency at Saint 
Vincent’s Hospital in New York City, where she also 

served as a chief resident. Chang is board-certified in internal medicine.   

Michael W. smith, MD 
Chief	Medical	Editor

Michael W. Smith, MD, ensures the medical accu-
racy of all content for WebMD Health and WebMD	
the	Magazine. A graduate of Mercer University 
School of Medicine, Smith completed his residency 

at Georgia Baptist Medical Center in Atlanta and is board-certified by the 
American Board of Internal Medicine. 

Brunilda nazario, MD
Senior	Medical	Editor

Brunilda Nazario, MD, medically reviews WebMD 
Health’s news and features. She earned her medi-
cal degree at the University of Noreste School of 
Medicine in Mexico, then completed her residency at 

Mount Sinai Medical Center in New York City. Nazario is board-certified 
both in internal medicine and in endocrinology and metabolism. 
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WebMD	the	Magazine	is	the	
																	#2	Women’s	Health	Title!
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Reaching	
							85%+	of
		High-Prescribing		
		U.S.	Physicians

WebMD	the	Magazine  

delivers your health message just 

seconds before the ultimate decision-

making opportunity: the trusted  

doctor-patient conversation.

Physician	 %	Coverage	of	U.S.	
Specialty	 High-Prescribing		
	 Physicians

Allergy and Immunology 95%

Cardiology 96%

Child and Adolescent Psychiatry 64%

Dermatology 92%

Endocrinology 94%

Family Medicine 91%

Gastroenterology 93%

Infectious Diseases–IM 91%

Internal Medicine 93%

Neurology 89%

Obstetrics/Gynecology 90%

Oncology 95%

Ophthalmology 92%

Pediatrics 81%

Psychiatry 73%

Source: IMS, The Little Blue Book, 2007

   Delivered to the waiting rooms of     
   physicians in your target specialty
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WebMD	Readers	Are

Populat ion 
(000) % Covg. % Comp. Index

Total Target 8,925 4.0 100 100
Women 6,166 5.4   69.1 133
Men 2,759 2.6  30.9   64

in	THEiR	PRiME
Age 18–49 6,776 5.1 75.9 125
Age 25–54 6,684 5.3 74.9 131
Age 35–64 5,610 4.8 62.9 118
Age 35+ 5,904 3.9 66.2   96
50+ 2,149 2.5 24.1   61
Median Age      43

AffLUEnT
$50,000+ 6,490 5.4 72.7 133
$75,000+ 4,896 6.3 54.9 157
$100,000+ 3,269 6.8 36.6 168
Median HHI ($)          $81,657

HigHLY	EDUCATED
Attended/Graduated College 5,414 5.5 60.7 136
College Graduate 2,392 6.3 26.8 155
College Graduate+ 3,403 6.0 38.1 149
Postgraduate Study or Degree 1,011 5.5 11.3 136

SUCCESSfUL
Employed Full-time 5,526 4.7 61.9 116
Professional/Managerial 3,045 5.9 34.1 147

MAking	iMPoRTAnT	DECiSionS
Married 5,150 4.2 57.7 103
Parent (Children at Home) 4,044 5.4 45.3 134

Active	and	Successful
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our	Readers	Are	#1																											
																“Ask	Your	Doctor	to	Prescribe	Rx”

WebMD	the	Magazine 
readers are more than 
twice as likely to be  
proactive in talking to 
their doctor about their 
own family’s health, in 
audience composition 
and audience coverage.

WebMD the 
Magazine

Health

self

Fitness

Women’s 
Health

shape

Prevention

9.1	%covg

6.4	%covg

4.7	%covg

			5.3	%covg

				5.1	%covg

				5.2	%covg

227

169

164

155

151

150

133			6.5	%covg

Source: MARS 2008, OTC/DTC Study
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Audience (000) % Coverage
People 50,971 22.7

AARP the Magazine 30,601 13.6

Better Homes and 
Gardens

29,910 13.3

Reader’s Digest 27,373 12.2

National 
Geographic

26,302 11.7

Time 26,283 11.7

Good 
Housekeeping

22,556 10.1

Newsweek 21,885 9.8

Sports Illustrated 20,552 9.2

US Weekly 20,486 9.1

Family Circle 19,397 8.6

Woman’s Day 19,010 8.5

Cosmopolitan 18,709 8.3

Star 17,215 7.7

TV Guide 16,906 7.5

Parents 15,172 6.8

Glamour 14,850 6.6

Southern Living 14,851 6.6

Woman’s World 13,861 6.2

Oprah 13,474 6.0

U.S. News & World 
Report

13,544 6.0

Audience (000) % Coverage
Ebony 13,029 5.8

Parenting 12,714 5.7

Field & Stream 12,467 5.6

Jet 11,515 5.1

Redbook 11,534 5.1

American Baby 10,994 4.9

Entertainment 
Weekly

10,881 4.9

Prevention 11,067 4.9

Country Living 10,703 4.8

Vogue 10,567 4.7

Essence 10,380 4.6

Ladies’ Home 
Journal

10,279 4.6

National Enquirer 10,275 4.6

Men’s Health 9,988 4.5

Cooking Light 9,943 4.4

Rolling Stone 9,714 4.3

ESPN 9,164 4.1

House Beautiful 8,975 4.0

WebMD the 
Magazine

8,940 4.0

Soap Opera Digest 8,642 3.9

Health 8,529 3.8

Baby Talk 8,342 3.7

WebMD	the	Magazine	is	in		
															Top	50	U.S.	magazines!

Source: MARS 2008, OTC/DTC Study
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WebMD ReADeRs TAKe ACTion

our	Readers	Are	More	Responsive	
	 		 												to	Healthcare	Advertising

after seeing healthcare ads in WebMD	the	Magazine, our 
readers are more likely to ask for a prescription and/or buy 
an OtC product than the readers of other leading health  
and fitness publications.

57%

All Magazines 
Norm

WebMD	the	
Magazine norm

            According to VISTA,
         our readers are almost 
     60% more likely 
     to take action after seeing
       DTC ads in magazines.

Source: VISTA 2008

36%

156
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185
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191

215

218

221

221

232Insomnia

Diabetes 

High Cholesterol 

Migraine

Asthma

Bladder Overactive

Arthritis

Heartburn

Severe Pain

Depression

Skin Issues

Cancer

WebMD Readers Are More Likely to Take Action
on Your Brand’s Condition
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our	Readers	Are	Leaders
																										#1	in	Health	Care	Ad	Response

Most Likely to Ask for Prescription  
After Seeing Healthc  are Ad in Magazine

Versus 
these magazines:

    Self  Prevention
    Shape  Remedy
    Fitness

Age 25–54 
Asked for Prescription

#1

Age 35–64 
Asked for Prescription

#1
146

156

166

183

191

Age 25–54

133

141

152

179

207

Age 35–64

Asked for Rx

Asked for Rx Sample

Discussed Ad with Friend

Consulted Pharmacist

Asked for Rx Refill

Asked for Rx

Asked for Rx Sample

Discussed Ad with Friend

Consulted Pharmacist

Asked for Rx Refill

Source: MARS 2008, OTC/DTC Study
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